Résumé -Prévision de production sous incertitude pour un champ mature -Dans le cadre de l'ingénierie de réservoir, des simulateurs permettent de comprendre et prédire le déplacement des fluides dans le réservoir et ainsi d'optimiser son exploitation. Ces simulateurs prennent en entrée un grand nombre de paramètres qui peuvent être entachés d'incertitudes. Afin d'assurer une production future correcte, la comparaison des différents scénarios d'exploitation possibles doit tenir compte de ces incertitudes. Les prévisions de production ne doivent pas être évaluées en ne considérant qu'un seul cas « moyen » pour chaque scénario mais en intégrant l'incertitude sur les paramètres d'entrée. Dans le cadre de champ mature où un historique de production est disponible, le formalisme Bayésien est bien adapté pour répondre au problème des prédictions sous incertitudes. En effet, il permet de définir les incertitudes, dites a posteriori, sur les entrées du modèle de réservoir en prenant en compte à la fois les données statiques et dynamiques. Ces incertitudes a posteriori peuvent ensuite être propagées afin de calculer des prévisions de production probabilistes pour chaque scénario, tout en respectant la connaissance statique et dynamique du réservoir. Mais l'obtention des incertitudes a posteriori ainsi que la propagation de celles-ci sur les prévisions de production nécessitent un nombre souvent prohibitif de simulations du modèle réservoir. Dans cet article, nous proposons une application de plusieurs techniques statistiques avancées afin de prendre en compte les incertitudes dans les prévisions de production pour un champ mature et ce en utilisant un nombre raisonnable de simulations. Le champ mature considéré est le modèle de réservoir PUNQS qui a été utilisé auparavant dans plusieurs études comparatives de quantification d'incertitudes et de calage d'historique. Une méthodologie basée sur trois étapes est proposée et appliquée au cas PUNQS. Tout d'abord, une sélection et une analyse de sensibilité ont été réalisées afin de déterminer les paramètres d'entrée incertains les plus influents. Puis, dans une seconde étape, une méthode d'inversion probabiliste a été utilisée afin de réduire l'incertitude sur les paramètres en estimant leur incertitude a posteriori. Enfin, des prédictions probabilistes au-delà des données d'historique sont calculées en propageant les incertitudes a posteriori des paramètres. Au cours de la première étape, deux techniques d'analyse de sensibilité sont proposées et comparées. L'une, qualitative, basée sur la méthode Morris et une autre, plus quantitative, basée sur les indices de Sobol. Au cours de la deuxième étape, une procédure de calage probabiliste est utilisée afin de réduire l'incertitude. La méthode proposée repose sur une modélisation par surface de réponse non paramétrique de type processus gaussien et sur une stratégie de planification adaptative. Dans la dernière étape, des surfaces de réponse paramétriques sont utilisées afin de modéliser les prévisions de production de réservoir et obtenir leur répartition probabiliste en propageant l'incertitude a posteriori des paramètres d'entrée. 
INTRODUCTION
The selection of the best development plan among several possible scenarios is a classical reservoir engineering problem. This task involves the comparison of possible scenarios. Comparisons based only on a single mean case for each scenario can lead to wrong conclusions. Thus, including uncertainty assessment for each scenario is necessary to avoid misleading conclusions. For mature fields, the Bayesian formalism is well tailored to compute posterior uncertainty while taking into account static and dynamic data. This posterior uncertainty can then be propagated to compute probabilistic production forecasts for each possible future development scenario. To achieve these different objectives while avoiding a prohibitive number of reservoir simulations, several advanced statistical methods are proposed in this paper. Thus, we aim at providing a global methodology to manage the uncertainty on a mature reservoir [1] .
Uncertainty in reservoir engineering studies is associated with many input parameters of the geological-to-fluid flow reservoir workflow. These input parameters are considered as variables in a statistic framework. The aim of the proposed methodology is to take into account production data to reduce the uncertainty on input parameters and to perform probabilistic production forecasts associated with the remaining input uncertainty. This is achieved by performing qualitative and quantitative studies, using different statistical techniques. The methodology that we propose is based on three steps: -Step 1: Identify and select the most influential uncertain parameters using the match between simulated and measured production data. To evaluate the mismatch between production and simulated data, an Objective Function (OF) is defined. Then, two different techniques of Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) are proposed and compared to perform the sensitivity analysis of the OF. The first one is based on the Morris method [2, 3] which is a screening method leading to qualitative results. The second one is based on the computation of Sobol' indices [4] and provides more quantitative results. In the case of computationally expensive simulations, direct sampling methods (Monte Carlo) which require thousands simulations are impractical. To deal with these expensive models, a NonParametric Response Surface (NPRS) approach can be used. The Gaussian process model is a widely used NPRS to approximate responses of numerical models or to perform optimization. Previous works such as [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] describe how a Gaussian process, possibly associated with adaptive design, can be used to perform uncertainty management on fluid flow models, such as to propagate input uncertainty on output results and to perform sensitivity analysis. In [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , a Gaussian process is used to approximate the Objective Function in a local, global or Bayesian optimization purpose. Thus, we propose to use the Gaussian process model associated with an adaptive design strategy [12] to estimate the Sobol' indices and identify the most influential uncertain parameters. Then only the selected uncertain parameters are used for the next two steps; -Step 2: Compute a representative set of all possible matched models through the application of the Bayesian formalism [18] to determine the posterior uncertainty of influential parameters. As it requires generally many thousands of simulations of the fluid flow model to get this posterior distribution, a NPRS approach with an adaptive design strategy is proposed [15] [16] [17] . iteration, a global search for the optimum based on the Expected Improvement method [13, 14] and an explorative search. Finally, this history-matching step results in a reduction of the input uncertainty; -Step 3: Perform the probabilistic production forecasts for four more years after the history-matching period, propagating the remaining input uncertainty. To avoid, again, a huge number of simulations, parametric response surfaces are used to approximate the reservoir production forecasts [19] and propagate via Monte Carlo sampling the remaining posterior uncertainty of input parameters [15] [16] [17] . Probabilistic distributions for production forecasts are so provided.
All the methodology that we propose is more precisely detailed in what follows (one section for each step). This methodology is applied to a reservoir test case which is, at first, described in the next section.
TEST CASE AND UNCERTAIN PARAMETERS
The test case of this paper is derived from the PUNQS case which was originally used for comparative inversion studies in the European PUNQS project [1] .
The top structure of the reservoir is shown in Figure 1 . The reservoir is surrounded by an aquifer in the north and the west, and delimited by a fault in the south and the east. A small gas cap is initially present. The geological model is composed of five independent layers, three of good quality (layers 1, 3 and 5) and two of poorer quality. There are six production wells. A multiphasis fluid flow simulator is used to forecast the reservoir production.
The following 20 independent parameters, characteristic of media, rocks, fluids or aquifer activity, are defined within the fluid flow model and considered as uncertain. Note that, the hypothesis of independency between the parameters is physically acceptable. Table 1 summarizes for each parameter its name, uncertainty ranges, unit and description, as well as its value, specified in the column "History Data Point", to create fictitious history data.
The fictitious production data correspond to the simulated production results performed using the values of the parameters specified in the column "History Data Point" of Table 1 . These production data correspond to water cut, oil rate and gas oil ratio of all the wells from 0 to 2 922 days (i.e. 8 years). Production data for more than eight years are simulated. The remaining time steps are used to further check the probabilistic prediction quality.
STEP 1: SELECTION OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL PARAMETERS FOR HISTORY-MATCHING
Reservoir engineering studies involve a large number of parameters with large uncertainty ranges. Finding a good history-matching solution in such a large uncertain parameter domain could be overwhelming. Therefore, a Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) is necessary to identify a reduced number of influential parameters on history-matching.
Definition of the Objective Function
At the beginning of our study, 20 uncertain parameters were identified as having a possible impact on the match. To find the most influential ones, an Objective Function (OF) measuring the mismatch between production and simulated data was defined. The OF is built using classical weighted least square formula:
where f is the simulator, y data the production data, k, j and t are respectively the production wells, the properties (water cut, oil rate and gas oil ratio) and the time index (each year during the eight first years of production). For each data series (one well and one property), a confidence interval is estimated at 10% of its mean. The weights are given by the inverse of the square of these confidence intervals divided by the number of time steps in each data series. Two different GSA techniques are proposed and discussed: one, more qualitative based on the Morris method, and another, more quantitative based on the variance decomposition (estimation of Sobol' indices) using a NPRS approach and an adaptive design.
Screening by the Morris Method
The screening method, introduced in [2] , is used to identify the influential parameters on a response (in our case the OF) of a model. Let us consider Y = f (X) the response of a model f (i.e. computer code). The input variables or parameters are random and modeled by the random vector X = (X 1 , ..., X d )∈ ℜ d , of known distribution. We note x = (x 1 , ..., x d ) and y realizations of X and Y.
A Morris design is structured in sets of points, called trajectories. These trajectories are random, but follow a specific scheme: -the trajectories are one-factor-at-a-time, thus two successive points differ by one parameter only; -for each trajectory, each parameter varies exactly once between two successive points.
To build a Morris design, the parameters are considered as discrete with different number of possible levels. A grid of possible points is therefore defined. Figure 2 shows a trajectory generated for a case with three uncertain parameters X 1 (4 levels), X 2 (3 levels), and X 3 (3 levels). An initial point is randomly chosen on the grid and each coordinate Figure 2 Example of one trajectory built using the Morris method. x i is successively increased or decreased at a random value Δ i , where Δ i is a multiple of the grid spacing in direction i. In the case of d uncertain parameters, each trajectory is composed by (d + 1) points. L random trajectories are built following the same scheme and the random design thus generated has L × (d + 1) sampling points. After having launched the simulations associated to the points of the Morris design, it is possible to compute, for each trajectory, an elementary effect of each input parameter:
This elementary effect corresponds to the variation of the response when the considered parameter is moved while the others are fixed. It can be viewed as some discrete derivative. For each input, two sensitivity measures are computed by post-processing the elementary effects: its absolute mean and standard deviation:
.., L assesses the overall influence of the input parameter X i on the response Y:
The interpretation of µ i * is quite simple: if µ i * is low, the average elementary effect of the input x i is negligible so x i has no effect on y and if µ i * is high, the input X i has a significant effect on Y. Note that the mean of the elementary effect can also be used and can give additional information such as the sense of variation of parameter influences;
for , ..., and
.., L estimates the non-linear and/or interaction effects of the parameter X i on the response Y:
Consequently, if σ i is low, the input X i does not have neither non-linear nor interaction effect on the response Y. So, if µ i * is high and σ i is low, X i has only a linear effect on Y. On the contrary, if σ i is high, the input X i has a nonlinear effect and/or interaction effect on the response Y. The Morris method is now applied on the OF in order to determine, among the 20 uncertain parameters, the influential ones on the mismatch of the mature field. A Morris design is built with five trajectories and five levels for each parameter, leading to a total number of 5 × (1 + 20) = 105 simulations.
The OF values associated with the 105 simulations are shown in Figure 3 . The variation range observed for these OF values is [50; 2 000].
To determine the most influential parameters on this OF, the Morris post treatment is performed: σ i and µ i * are computed and plotted on the same graph. This Morris plot representing Figure 4 . By graphically analyzing the high and low values of σ i and µ i *, the parameters are split into two groups: the influential and the negligible parameters on the OF. We can show that 10 parameters (MPH5, MPH1, PermAqui1, SWCR, MPH4, PoroAqui1, MPV4, MPH3, SGCR and SOWCR) among 20 are potentially influential on the OF through linear effects and interaction or non-linear effects. Thus, the presence of non-linear effects or interactions justifies the computation of Sobol' indices to perform quantitative sensitivity analysis, compared to easiest quantitative sensitivity methods based on linear regression or rank-based linear regression [20] . Compared to screening techniques such as Morris, GSA based on variance decomposition enables to perform quantitative sensitivity analysis. Indeed, variance-based GSA provides measures that determine the precise part of response variability explained by each variable X i and any interaction between variables [4] . These measures, known as the Sobol' indices, are based upon the functional analysis of variance (ANOVA) decomposition of any square integrable function [21] . Sobol' indices can handle nonlinear and non-monotonic relationships between inputs and output and are defined as: (5) S i which is the first order Sobol index measures the part of the response variance explained by X i alone. S i is also called the primary effect of X i . Similarly, S ij defined for i ≠ j measures the part of response variance due to the interaction
effect between X i and X j . In an equivalent way, higher order indices can be defined. The interpretation of Sobol' indices is natural. They are all included in the interval [0; 1] interval and their sum is one in the case of independent input variables. The closer to 1 the Sobol' index is, the greater is the part of response variance due to the input variable related to this index.
To express the overall response sensitivity to an input X i the total sensitivity index S Ti , also called total effect is introduced in [22] . S Ti is defined as the sum of all the sensitivity indices involving X i : (6) where k # i denotes all the terms that include the index i.
Computational techniques (FAST, quasi-Monte Carlo, etc. [23] ) exist to estimate efficiently the first and total sensitivity indices. In particular, S Ti can be estimated without computing each sensitivity indices for all orders. In practice, only S i and S Ti are generally estimated. Morris graph with all the parameters (left) and a zoomed part (right).
used to replace the fluid flow simulator when computing the sensitivity indices. Among all the RS-based solutions for numerical simulators (linear regression, polynomials, splines, neural networks, etc.), the Gaussian process approach is one of the most popular due to the wide range of applications where it was successfully used [7, 24, 25] . Moreover, the presence of potential non-linear effects and interactions between the OF and the uncertain input parameters requires the use of more advanced and efficient RS than a simple linear regression. Previous works such as [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] describe how Gaussian Process (GP), possibly associated with adaptive design, can be used to approximate outputs of a fluid flow model. In this paper, we use a RS based on GP technique combined with an adaptive design as detailed in [12] and roughly described below.
In what follows, we denote Non-Parametric Response Surface (NPRS), the RS build using GP. The number of necessary points to build a predictive NPRS depends on the complexity of the function to approximate. Therefore, these points are iteratively added following the procedure described in Figure 5 .
The initial design at step 1 is classically defined using the Latin hypercube technique [26, 27] which provides space filling design. To define the new points at step 5, we first make a spatial decomposition of the uncertain domain based on the optimized correlation lengths obtained at steps 3 or 7 and related to the GP technique. Thus, new points are added within the area in which the NPRS predictivity is bad. The procedure is governed using the Q 2 coefficient which measures the overall predictivity of the NPRS. The Q 2 coefficient Adaptive NPRS construction caneva.
can be computed on a test sample, independent from the training sample, or by cross-validation through the following equations:
where {(x j , y j )} j = 1, ..., n test is a test sample and the NPRS is built using current Training Sample TS:
where NPRS -j denotes the NPRS built on the TS without the point (x j , y j ). We stop adding points as soon as the computed Q 2, CV (or Q 2, test ) becomes more than a specified target Q 2t (e.g. 0.9).
Computation of the Predictive NPRS on the OF and Use for GSA
In practice, the variance-based GSA with NPRS approach could be used: -in replacement of the described screening phase with the same parameters; -after the screening phase in order to provide additional and more quantitative information on the parameter influence. In this case, the preliminary screening phase can be useful to reduce the variance-based GSA on only the main parameters. Thus, the NPRS is built only on a reduced number of parameters which makes the NPRS estimation easier and contributes to provide a more predictive NPRS. In both cases, a good initial design is required to build the NPRS. This design needs to have space filling properties to decrease the amount of necessary simulations and to ensure good prediction accuracy for the NPRS. A currently used design in numerical simulation is the Latin Hypercube Design (LHD). To ensure better space-filling properties, some optimality criterion can be applied to LHD such as maximin criterion [28] ) which consists in maximizing the minimal distance between the points. In our case, as a previous screening based on a Morris design has been done, two possibilities can be considered: either a new design such as maximin LHD is performed or, to optimize the number of simulations, the Morris design is used and complementary simulations are added with an adaptive design strategy. Here, we decided to choose this second possibility. Even if Morris design is not a space-filling design, we decide to keep its 105 simulations as the initial design for the adaptive procedure. We add points following the strategy described in Figure 5 , until Q 2, CV reaches the specified target Q 2t = 0.9. Five iterations of the procedure are required and, at the end, 137 simulations are added to the 105 initial ones. The final Q 2, CV is equal to 0.93, upper to specified target. In Figure 6 is shown, for each iteration: -the Q 2, CV value (circled points) computed by crossvalidation; -the Q 2, test value (crosses) computed on a fixed test sample of 50 simulations randomly chosen using Latin hypercube sampling. Note that initial Q 2, CV obtained with the 105 simulations of the Morris design (at iteration 1) is very close to 1. This is an artifact due to Morris design particularity: the points are organized in trajectories and thus close one to each other, leading to an artificially high Q 2, CV obtained with the leave-one-out cross validation. Thus, we disregard this value.
A variance-based GSA is then performed through the computation of sensitivity indices associated to total and primary effects of each parameters on the OF. Note that 20 000 evaluations of the predictive NPRS are needed for these calculations. Results are shown in Figure 7 and compared to the Morris results previously obtained. For each parameter, the dark blue bar is associated to its total effect and the light blue bar to its primary effect. The value of the total effect indicates if a parameter is influential or not. We can state that both analyses are in agreement. Of course, the Sobol' indices give more quantitative information and are more reliable but their estimation required 137 more simulations to get the necessary predictive NPRS. Q 2 evolution during adaptive NPRS construction. Q 2, CV (circled points); Q 2 , test (crosses); Q 2t = 0.9 (dotted line).
Discussion on the Morris Screening Method and Variance-Based GSA Combined with Predictive NPRS
As seen above, the Morris method and variance-based GSA combined with predictive NPRS give almost the same results in terms of influential parameters on the mismatch. In our PUNQS test case, both methods are used and compared. In practice, in a reservoir study, we suggest to use either only one method or both but with variance-based GSA approach only on the main influential parameters, found using Morris method. Hereafter, we describe the pros and cons associated to each possibility. The Morris method is a pragmatic way to perform a screening study. Its main advantages lies in its simplicity of implementation, and in the fact that only a few simulations are needed to perform sensitivity studies on one or several responses. Moreover, it can deal with either continuous or discrete ordered parameters (but not with unordered qualitative parameters). Its main drawback is related to the qualitative nature of its results, the suggestive graphical interpretation to select the influential parameters and the absence of quality control.
The main advantage of variance-based GSA combined with predictive NPRS is the ability to perform quantitative sensitivity studies which specify the amount of response variability due to each parameter or interaction. Primary and total effects yield a good understanding of the response behavior with respect to parameter variations. Moreover, the accuracy of the NPRS (ability to correctly approximate the response) can be measured through coefficients like Q 2 . It is also possible to control the impact of the RS error on the sensitivity indices. An example about the impact of a slight error of the response surface is shown in [29] [30] [31] propose some confidence intervals on sensitivity indices which are based on GP variance and bootstrap method respectively. The main drawback, here, is related to the amount of simulations needed to obtain predictive NPRS on each response of interest. This number is related to the complexity level of the response. Moreover, the simulations required to obtain a predictive NPRS model on a response are not necessary the needed ones for another response of interest. Thus, depending on each case, several adaptive procedures can be required if more than one response of interest has to be analyzed.
In practice, the maximum number of possible simulations to launch, for a specific reservoir study, is the most important factor for choosing between using the Morris method or the GSA combined with adaptive NPRS. Thus: -variance-based GSA and NPRS can be used to obtain detailed and reliable quantitative sensitivity results, on several complex responses. But, it can require an important number of simulations; -the Morris method can provide qualitative sensitivity results with only a few simulations. But, there is not any control of result reliability. In the next step, to go on with the probabilistic historymatching, we only consider the eight most influential parameters: MPH5, SWCR, PermAqui1, SOWCR, MPH1, MPH3, SGCR and MPH4. We neglect parameters seen as having a total effect on the OF variability lower than 3%.
STEP 2: PROBABILISTIC HISTORY-MATCHING
In reservoir engineering, the history-matching is an inverse problem which consists in finding reservoir model, or parameter values x, that cope with the measured production data y data . The classical deterministic approach to deal with inverse problems usually results in getting one matched model. Here, our objective is not to find a single history matched model, but a representative set of all possible matched models [15] [16] [17] . This set is then used in step 3 to perform probabilistic production forecasts that respect production data. The Bayesian formalism [18] is well tailored to get a full posterior distribution of the possible matched models.
The method is based on Bayes' rule on conditional probabilities. The conditional probability density function (pdf) of the uncertain parameters, knowing that simulation results respect the production data, is given by:
with p(x) the prior pdf of the uncertain parameters, and p(y data| x) the conditional pdf of obtaining simulation results that respect production data for a given parameter value. p(y data| x) corresponds to the response likelihood function evaluated at x. This conditional pdf p(x | y data ) is also known as the parameters' posterior distribution. It is classically assumed that the production data follows a Gaussian uncertain model and that the fluid-flow reservoir simulator is deterministic. In that case, the likelihood function is given by (see [18] ): (10) where f is the simulator, C data the covariance matrix of the production data and c a normalization constant.
As it is often considered a diagonal covariance matrix C data , we can note that: (11) is equal to the objective function previously described (see Eq. 1), with a direct link between the weights and the covariance. Thus, the relation between objective function and the likelihood function is:
To obtain the parameters' posterior distribution, the likelihood function must be known at each point of the uncertain domain. In common reservoir applications, this is not possible with direct workflow simulation. Indeed, a huge number of runs (generally several thousands) is required. To reduce drastically the number of required simulations, the OF is approximated by a NPRS iteratively improved by using an adequate adaptive design. The adaptive design goal is to improve the accuracy and predictivity of the NPRS by running new simulations iteratively. Note that, instead of getting a predictive NPRS of the OF in the entire uncertain domain, as done before in step 1, the adaptive algorithm is now focusing on areas where the OF has low values (coherent with the history-matching goal). The adaptive design strategy used in this approach to select new simulations is based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling combining at each iteration: -a global search for the optimum based on the Expected Improvement method [13, 14] ; -an explorative search.
The probabilistic history-matching procedure needs a number of simulations increasing with the number of uncertain parameters. This is the reason why the screening phase, performed at step 1, is very useful to reduce even further the total number of simulations needed to perform the entire methodology.
We apply this adaptive procedure on the mature field considering the eight influential uncertain parameters. First, we build the NPRS with the adaptive procedure to approximate the OF especially for its low values. From an initial LHD of 80 simulations, 91 were iteratively added yielding to a total of 171 simulations. Note that these simulations are performed for a 12-year duration corresponding to the history-matching period (eight years) plus the forecasts period (four years). The NPRS is then further used to obtain the posterior distribution of the parameters using Bayes' rule. For this, we use the Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling technique and consider a uniform prior distribution for the eight uncertain parameters between their min and max. This yields a posterior sampling of ~10 000 values for the eight uncertain parameters and the corresponding predicted OF (NPRS predictions). The associated marginal posterior distributions are shown in Figure 8 . For each parameter, the prior distribution appears in red and the histogram is associated to the marginal posterior sampling. Note that each histogram is in agreement with each historical parameter value (available in the column "History Data Point" of Tab. 1) used to perform the synthetic production history. Figure 9 shows the OF distribution obtained using posterior parameters sample and the corresponding NPRS predictions.
We can state that the OF values are between 0 and 200. This remaining uncertainty is a result of confidence intervals associated to the production data, which are linked to the weights defined to compute the OF (see Eq. 1).
STEP 3: PROBABILISTIC PRODUCTION FORECASTS
The last step of this paper concerns the computation of probabilistic production forecasts for four more years after the history-matching period. In practice, performing these forecasts consists, for a given sampling of the uncertain parameters, in computing the associated production results for each set of the parameter's values. To avoid, again, a huge number of simulations, we approximate each required simulated production results by a predictive RS. These RS are used to propagate the previously computed posterior uncertainty.
The RS used are classical regression with polynomial models [8, 19] . In this case, polynomial response surfaces are efficient enough and yield predictive RS for the following outputs: -the cumulated oil, gas and water production of the field; -the water cut of two producer wells PRO-5 and PRO-11 (cf. Fig. 1 ).
The simulations used to compute these RS are the same as those obtained at step 2. As all the simulations in step 2 were computed for a total period of 12 years corresponding to history-matching period (eight years) plus forecast period (four years), no additional simulations are needed.
Then, while evaluating these RS for each value of the posterior sampling, we can get probabilistic production forecasts as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 . To see how much the history-matching allows to reduce the uncertainty on the forecasts, the probabilistic production forecasts using the prior distribution of the eight parameters are also shown. For prior or posterior distributions in Figures 10 and 11 : -the dotted lines "---" represent the minimum and maximum profile or percentiles 100 and 0; -the light blue line " ---" represents the percentile 50; -the blue shape "■" represents the percentiles 90 and 10. OF distribution (from posterior parameter distribution).
For field properties, we can see in Figure 10 that the major reduction is observed on the cumulated water production. This is mainly due to the fact that reservoir simulations are driven using oil production constraints for each well. For the water cut of wells PRO-5 and 11, history data are available and shown in Figure 11 with yellow points.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an application of different statistical techniques to assess probabilistic production forecasts taking into account the available production data of a mature field with a reasonable number of simulations. Several statistical techniques were used at different steps in the presented methodology to manage uncertainty for a mature reservoir: Cumulated oil, gas and water probabilistic production forecasts with prior parameter distribution on the left and posterior one on the right.
-the Morris technique is used to screen out the less influential parameters to subsequently focus only on the parameters that have an influence on the objective function. The Morris results were then compared to variance-based GSA combined with NPRS and adequate adaptive design; -a Bayesian method, based on NPRS and adaptive design suited for low values of the objective function, is used to perform a probabilistic history-matching; -the probabilistic uncertainty on the production forecasts was then obtained through the use of polynomial response surfaces and a Monte Carlo sampling technique. In this paper, only the scenario related to the future production scheme with "no change" is investigated. In a reservoir study, several possible scenarios have to be investigated and compared to make a good decision. In this case, only the last step of the presented methodology, associated with the propagation of the uncertainty on the prediction forecasts, is specific to each scenario.
The Morris technique shows its potential in yielding a similar conclusion to a quantitative variance-based GSA combined with a predictive NPRS. The interest of the Morris technique lies in its simplicity of implementation as well as its low cost in terms of simulations. Moreover, different responses can be analyzed using the same pool of simulations. Drawbacks are related to the qualitative nature of its results and the absence of reliability control, compared to the quantitative information given by the variance-based GSA.
General results show the efficiency of the proposed methodology in terms of number of required simulations, which make it possible to assess uncertainty on production forecasts for mature fields. Water cut probabilistic production forecasts for 2 wells with prior parameter distribution on the left and posterior one on the right.
